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SICO® Incorporated Introduces Buffet Tables with Unique Diamond Cross Frame

New simple, elegant frame design plus reversible tops and configurable construction make more
display arrangements possible.
Minneapolis, MN, October 30, 2019 – SICO® has introduced Buffet Tables with a unique
Diamond Cross Frame offering a wide variety of configurations, giving hospitality professionals
more style and set-up options with which to serve and impress their guests.
These innovative tables feature reversible tops in a bold array of on-trend designs and colors.
The tops lift off easily, with no clasps or triggers, and the frame folds down flat to make
teardown quick and smooth. And with SICO® table caddies, staff members can simply roll the
tops and frames into and out of storage. It’s a creative solution for hospitality managers who
need versatile display tables that flex to their space and scheduling needs but don’t require
time-consuming, costly labor.
“The elegant, simple design and unique look of the Diamond Cross Frame Buffet Tables make
any event more special,” said Adam McMahon, Hospitality Sales Manager. “Hospitality
professionals can combine tabletop shapes, designs, sizes and heights to generate an eyecatching layout that’s also very practical for presenting foods and beverages. These new tables
put dozens of possible arrangements at their fingertips – creating a simple, stylish display.”
With round, square and rectangular shaped tops, more than two dozen laminate designs, and
five frame finish options – each with a distinctive diamond cut – it’s easy for facilities to create
the look and functionality that will optimize their space and their guest’s experience.

About SICO Incorporated
SICO® is the global leader in mobile folding and rolling, space efficient products that help
customers optimize their use of space. The detailed engineering and superior manufacturing
that goes into every SICO® product is supported by a strong warranty program and excellent
customer service. In addition to mobile folding cafeteria tables, SICO® manufactures and sells
portable dance floors, catering tables, room service tables, food warmers, luggage carts, mobile
buffet stations, portable stages, choral risers, mobile sleepers, crowd barriers and wallbed
systems. SICO Incorporated is headquartered in Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA with additional
offices in Europe, Asia and Australia.
For additional information, please visit SICO® at: www.sicoinc.com.
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